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My interest in this topic…

Values Engagement

School

Spirit

About our Institution

• Enrollment of 13,000

• Very spirited, strongest common 
value is “tradition.”

• Competitive athletic program 

• A cheerleading dynasty

• Strong top down buy in
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Involvement

44.5%

64%

Hours per 7-day week spent participating in co-curricular 

activities (organizations, campus publications, student 
government, fraternity or sorority, intercollegiate 

or intramural sports, etc.)

Our students are VERY involved.

What percentage of students participated in at least some sort of 

co-curricular activity each week. 

Common Issues in School Spirit

• Low attendance at athletic events

• Low participation in cocurricular programs

• Lack of academic spirit 

• Lopsided engagement

• Low engagement with the community

• High levels of apathy

What is school spirit?

• An intangible quality more noted by its 
absence than its presence

• Positive feelings about your school - its 
history, its present and its future

• It is your brand 



School Spirit is a Brand

• Relates to the overall experience that your 
target has with your product/service

• Brands are essentially reputations

• Brands develop within each individual and over 
time, they are therefore difficult to change 
quickly

• Brands are built on consistency.  If your target’s 
experiences are consistently good, their 
impression of the brand will be likewise good.  If 
they are bad, they will likewise be bad

Building a School Spirit Brand

• Is not just the responsibility of university 
marketing departments (although they should 
be involved)

• Takes coordination from multiple areas

• These areas will likely see your brand from very 
different perspectives

A Brand Isn’t Just a Name

• I worked with a school once whose 
acronym was BAC. It was a community 

college (which often suffer from bad brand 

perception).  The students called it “Bring 
a Crayon.”

• After an extensive re-brand, they changed 
their acronym to SWIC. The students re-

branded it, “Still Writing in Crayon.”

• Even changing your name won’t change 

how you are perceived unless you can 

change the underlying brand assumptions 

Brand Personality

• “A brand is brought to life first 
and foremost by the personality 
of the company behind it” (Gobe, 
2001).

• What does an ideal user of your 
services  look like?  What do 
people aspire to be?

• Can you think of some 
companies who have a        
strong personality?

Brand Personality Who represents you?



What does your mascot represent?

• When UC Santa Cruz 
needed a team mascot, the 
chancellor’s choice was the 
Sea Lions.  Students 
protested, even after a sea 
lion had already been 
painted in the center of the 
basketball court.

• The students’ choice was 
the Banana Slug, a name 
adopted to contrast the 
fierce competition at most 
schools.

Who represents us?

So how did we approach the issue 

of increasing school spirit?

• We made it an institutional priority

• We studied the issues on our campus

• We brought together all key stakeholders

• We sought solutions that aligned with 

our values

• I would like to share what we learned 

from this process and from being at a 

very spirited campus in general

Understand the Issue

• We started with a survey of all of our students. 

• We wanted to understand: 
– What the strongest common values were
– Who was engaging in our athletic program and why
– Who was not engaging with athletics and why
– What barriers existed

• Some interesting findings:
– Strongest values were fun, individuality and tradition
– Greeks were very supportive of athletics
– Alcohol would not improve attendance at events
– The biggest factor was that students went to the game if they 

were certain they would know people there

Think About the Preferences of 

Millennial Students

Preferences of Millennials

• Everything is customizable to fit their 

needs

• They have strong feelings about social 

issues 

• They want a personal connection

• They have short attention spans

• Facebook generation: Relationships 

are redefined (they are broad and 

shallow)

• Brand conscious/see themselves as 

consumers



Thinking Systemically

Leadership

Engagement

Involvement

Leverage Engagement

Example Program: Purple Haze How NOT to Approach the Issue

Don’t do things half Don’t do things half Don’t do things half Don’t do things half way.way.way.way. Don’t take another Don’t take another Don’t take another Don’t take another school’s tradition and school’s tradition and school’s tradition and school’s tradition and automatically expect automatically expect automatically expect automatically expect the same results. the same results. the same results. the same results. Don’t bribe students Don’t bribe students Don’t bribe students Don’t bribe students or make everything a or make everything a or make everything a or make everything a contest. contest. contest. contest. 
Consulting: 

Reaching Up and Down

President

Senior Leadership
Mid-Managers

Athletics

Alumni Affairs

Bookstore

Student Government

Programming Board
Residence Hall Association

Spirit Teams/Organizations

Student Alumni Association

Marching Band

Greek Leaders

Social Media is a Significant Means of Engagement



Leveraging Your Brand Personality Go where they are…

Give me an “P!”• Plan on including key stakeholders.• Ponder the history of the institution.• Pick a committee to help you.
Example Program: Jacks’ Charge



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VuVE1AgUTOE

Incorporate THEIR Values



Academic Spirit Can Be Created

• In his Theory of Departure, Tinto asserts that 

students need to experience both academic and 

social integration in order to persist. 

• If students are engaged in the classroom, their 

experiences outside of the classroom will be more 

meaningful. 

Academic Spirit

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ND50DxWTc24

SFA Way Poster

• Posters were designed to have a timeless 

quality.  We wanted The SFA Way to feel as 

if it had been around for a while, and for 

the posters to look appropriate for years to 

come. 

• Designed to be 24 x 36 so they would fit 

into standard frames.  This made it more 

likely that people would display in offices.

• We had them framed for the Office of the 

President and each of the Vice Presidents 

offices.

• We presented them to offices who 

frequently interact with students.

• Each year, the President of the University gives 

the “State of the University” address to all faculty 

and staff.  In the first year of the program, we 

gave information about the program to all faculty 

and staff in attendance and provided each with a 

lapel pin.

• Students who sign an SFA Way Pledge card 

received a pin.

• At the next meeting of the Board of Regents, 

each regent signed an SFA Way pledge and 

received the pin.  New members have carried on 

this tradition.  

SFA Way Pledge

THE SFA WAY PLEDGE: I promise, to strive for personal 
excellence in everything that I do.  And to live by the five 

root principles of respect, responsibility, caring unity and 

integrity.  

Artwork

• We placed “successories” 

style artwork in three high 

traffic areas of campus

• We’ve received inquiries from 

other areas with an interest 

in displaying them in their 

areas



Find Someone to HATE!

Find Ways to Teach them Your 

Institutional Values.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SK8w5yCt-p0

Find Ways to Teach them Your Values. Example Program: Jack Camp



www.innovativeeducators.org

Adam Peck

(936) 468 -7249
peckae@sfasu.edu

Visit my website: ApexEducationalPrograms.com

Thank you for your participation! 


